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ADHD and ADD are ____  _______  _______. 

ADHD has a _____________ component and an _____________ component 

Everyone with ADHD has the same amount of each component:    T / F 

ADHD is a _____________  _____________ and brain scans reveal significant  

 differences in _____  regions of the brain. 

Dr. Rosemary Tannock's research shows that it is the ______________ side that 

 predicts poor reading after K. 

Jeff says ADD is a complete _______________ 

We absolutely CAN ____   _____________ but there are too many things to _____ 

 _________________ _____. 

For the ADHD mind, until and unless there is total delight in a channel or a perceived 

 need to see what happens next, there will be _____________ _____________ 

 _____________. 

A key aspect of ADHD is that it is an ____________  _____________  ___________  

 that inhibits our ability to _____________________.. 

Signs of an inattentive mind can be found at many websites from _________ to  

 _____________ 

Google ________  ____  __  _________________  ________  __________ 

 

In general, ADHD kids tend to have very low ________-_________ and are very 

 _____________  of themselves 

 

The ADHD mind can only handle one __________-level task at a time. 

For an ADHD child to read a book efficiently, the book has to be _____________  __  

______. 



ADHD help from Boston's Award-Winning Children's Author, Jeff Nathan 

Get reluctant readers to WANT to read by making them the heroes at their 

schools: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Book the best school visit programming in the country by multiple standards. 

CurricuLaughs in Language Arts 

1. Best warranty of any educational programming: If you don't believe it was the best 

you've EVER HAD, you don't have to pay for it. 

2. More principals' enthusiastic letters than anything else in the COUNTRY 

3. Free grant-writing services to get you funding 

"...by far, the best Language Arts enrichment program our PTO has brought to our school to date…" 
       Jack Mara, Ph.D.  Manchester Memorial School Principal        Manchester-by-the-Sea, MA 
 

“…the richest experience that an author can provide…”  
       Roland Axelson  Waddell Elementary School Principal                        Manchester, CT 
 

"...This was the best language arts programming we have had..." 
       Danielle P. Marrow  Pennington Elementary Principal                        Mt. Vernon, NY 
 

“…creative and innovative...the most productive, effective, purposeful set of programs we have had…” 
      Connie Brown     Randolph Howell School Principal                          Columbia, TN 
 

“…I can’t thank you enough…From the grade-specific presentations to the individual 4
th
 grade workshops, 

everything was excellent and your organization was terrific. The teachers said it was the best assembly 
they had been to in years..” 
       John Whaley    Severn Elementary Principal    Corning, NY 

…and there are so many more! See some of them at www.IncredibleAssemblies.com 

Award-Winning Children's Author and International Speaker, Jeff Nathan  ♦  (toll-free) 888-967-3386 

jeff@IncredibleAssemblies.com  ♦  www.IncredibleAssemblies.com 

 Winner of a Ben Franklin Book Award for innovation in 

children's literathre 

 Your child is the main character, by name 

 Your child solves the mysteries  

 


